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Explanation 

Begin at "START". 

FRIDAY NIGHT RUN CRITIQUE 

At Tar Heels Rd. the main road goes straight and RI 2 is course directing 
there. Upon execution of RI 2, Notes A, a become active. RI 2 places 
you on TAR by name. 

At OM 3,65 the main road goes right (MRO 3), but the specified action right 
is referenced by an official mileage and must be executed. Since it is 
not a course directing action (it didn't cause you tc leave the main road) 
you are still on TAR by name, but you are nOY also on Natchez Trace by name. 

At Tar n' Feather Lane (both intersections) MRO 1 (on or onto) is not 
applicable since TAR goes right and NATCIU:Z TRACE goes straight. At 
Natchez Trace and Coastal Masters you are faced with an interesting situation. 
In the absence of the "Finish Trace" you would go left at "Flasher" putting t:he 
"Finish Trace" on your right. Since the sign is identified as sign on left i.t i.s 
not a valid sign for Note A. Instead the proper course is Left at "Flasher". 
Unpaved exists for the purpose of executing a route instruction since 
the word Wlpaved is mentioned in an active RI: RI 4. 

At Postrider the main road rule IS POSTRIOER (MRO 2)takes you left. Then MRO l 
right at T. After passing the control (you didn't enter it since the sign was 
on the left) you execute RI 4 by turning Right since it is higher priority 
than Note A (since it is accompanied by an official mileage). Notes A & B 
are cancelled. 

S. MR 2 (IS POSTRIDER) takes you right on Postrider, then MRO 3 takes you 
eight at 'l. MRO 4 at ·•:oastal Masters. MRD 4 at l'latchez Trace & Natchez Tcace. 
MRD 4 at Coastal Mastera. And DIYC at "START". Post your in time on the
appropriate spot on your score card and add two minutes to that to get your 
out time. Post that and zero your odometer and you' re on your way. tlotes C & O 
are now active. 

6. Execute RI 6 at TAR HEELS Rd. 

C. MRD 3 at Natchez Trace and Tar. At Tar n' Feather, route following priority 
(specified action in a route instruction referenced by an Official Mileage) 
takes priority over priority 4 (NRI not accompanied by an Ol-1), so Note C 
is executed even though it's not course directing. 

D. MRD 3 at Natchez Trace. MRO 4 at Coastal Masters and <"xecute Note o. 

0. MRD at tlatchez Trace. MRD 4 at Coastal Masters ai,d e:cecute N.;,te O. 

7. Past "STA.RT" {you can't enter the DIYC again, so don't zero mileage). At TAR HEELS
RI 7 -�annot be executed because it• s where you executed RI 6 so MRD 1 at TAR HEELS.

7. MRD 3 at tlatchez Trace and initiate RI 7 at Tar n' Feather Lane. by going 
straight. MRD 4 at Ta·r n' Feather Lane. MRO 4 at Coastal Masters. Observe 
"Finish Trace". You can't execute tlote O here since you have initiated RI 7 but 
not yet completed it. RI 7 is completed at the Natchez Trace. 

8. KRD 4 at Coastal Hasters and enter the control. Note 0. is cancell�..I 
.is you enter the control. On the ..:ritique, official iuformation 1c.:.Js: "THIS 
IS A TURN-ARO!JND CONTROL". So proceed to the outmarker (on-left) su,d U-turr,. 

T!ie cast and active numbered in:struction listed on the critique nuy 1'e different 
than tl,osc with which you entered the control. 
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